
MAR DEL PLATA: Trade and investment
ministers from G20 countries meeting in
Argentina said there was an “urgent need” to
improve the World Trade Organization, a joint
statement said on Friday.

With US President Donald Trump ready-
ing tariffs on another $200 billion in Chinese
goods, the ministers said they were “stepping
up the dialogue” on international trade dis-
putes, according to the statement issued at
the summit.

It did not provide any details of possible
WTO reforms or how dialogue on trade was
being increased.

“Obviously the new tariff measures are not
positive,” Argentina’s Production and Labor
Minister, Dante Sica, said in a news confer-
ence at the end of the one-day meeting. “But
we need to see how things evolve.” German
Deputy Economy Minister Oliver Wittke said
the joint declaration sent a powerful signal
about the importance of strengthening WTO
“especially in times of ‘America first’ and
increasing global protectionism,” with next
steps to follow when G20 leaders meet in
Argentina at the end of November.

“We have to use this momentum,” Wittke
said in a statement released by the ministry
after the summit.

Outside the meeting, smoke filled the air in
the normally tranquil seaside city of Mar Del
Plata where the conference is being held.
Protesters burned makeshift American flags
and chanted against free trade orthodoxy and
Trump’s support of Argentina’s cash-
strapped President Mauricio Macri, whose
fiscal belt-tightening has garnered a backlash
from the country’s working-class.

“We’re standing here in solidarity with the
workers of Latin America. While those politi-
cians sleep in fancy beds, communities starve
because of trade and adjustment policies that
hurt the most vulnerable,” protester Maralin
Cornil, 30, said.

Argentina holds the G20’s rotating presi-
dency this year, and is re-negotiating a $50

billion stand-by financing deal with the IMF,
cutting its fiscal deficit targets and reducing
costs to ensure it can continue paying its
international debts.

Trump has said he would attend the sum-
mit’s final meeting with other heads of state,
in Buenos Aires on November 30. The Trump
administration has demanded that China cut
its $375 billion trade surplus with the United
States, end policies aimed at acquiring U.S.
technologies and intellectual property, and
roll back high-tech industrial subsidies.

While Trump has threatened to pull the
United States from the WTO, China has
called for WTO reform to make the global

trade system fairer and more effective.
The 23-year-old trading club is run on the

basis of consensus, meaning that every one of
its 164 members has an effective veto and it is
almost impossible to get agreement on any
change to the rules. Sica also said that talks
on a free trade deal between the European
Union and the Mercosur trade bloc of
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay
were wrapping up, with an agreement likely
by the end of the year. “We are in the final
stages regarding the most delicate aspects of
an EU-Mercosur agreement and we are con-
cluding with the political and technical
details,” Sica said. — Reuters
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WTO reform ‘urgent’ as new Trump 
tariffs loom: G20 trade ministers 

BoE chief
warns cabinet
of promise and 
pitfalls of Brexit
LONDON: Britain could expect an
economic boost under the govern-
ment’s preferred Brexit plan, while
house prices could crash without an
EU divorce deal, Bank of England
(BoE) governor Mark Carney has
reportedly warned.

Addressing Prime Minister
Theresa May and her cabinet
Thursday, Carney argued the British
economy could expect a £16 billion
($21 billion, 18 billion euros) rebound
if an agreement emerges based on
her current plan, according to The
Financial Times. May envisages a
post-Brexit free trade area with the
European Union in goods and agri-
foods, based on a common rulebook,
but has faced a furious backlash over
remaining tied to the bloc from
Brexiteer members of her own
Conservative party.

The EU has also cast doubt on
whether it can accept key elements
of the plan, leaving May struggling
to chart a viable path forward. 

But Carney painted a bleak pic-
ture for the British economy in a no-
deal scenario, telling ministers house

prices could drop by 35 percent over
three years, as sterling plummeted
and the BoE was forced to hike inter-
est rates, UK media reports said.

The stark warning comes as the
head of Britain’s biggest business
lobby group said such an exit would
be a “hammer blow” to the British
economy.

Brexit talks between London and
the European Union have stalled for
months, prompting rising concerns
that Britain could crash out of the
bloc in March 2019 without an
agreement.

The central bank’s latest annual
“stress test” of the UK financial sys-
tem, carried out last November, said
Britain would be able to cope with a
price crash of 33 percent-suggesting
the country may not find itself in as
bad a situation as during the financial
crisis a decade ago.

Meanwhile speaking to the BBC
on Friday, head of the CBI business
lobby group, Carolyn Fairbairn, said
“the urgency of stepping back from
the cliff-edge is growing daily”.

The director general added: “The
hammer blow to our economy would
be enormous and I think many small-
er businesses can’t properly prepare
and that just doubles the potential
impact if we go over that cliff. “We
have to have a deal,” she insisted.
She hit out also at Brexit Secretary
Dominic Raab’s claim Thursday that
UK companies should not blame
Brexit for poor earnings. —AFP 

Ministers stepping up dialogue on international trade disputes

FRANKFURT: Activists of campaigning movement “attac” are dressed as “slaves of the
Financial system” as they rally in Frankfurt am Main, yesterday on behalf of the 10th
anniversary of the collapse of US investment bank Lehman Brothers which unleashed a
global economic crisis. — AFP


